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1. Introduction

A useful starting point for elucidating the factors that determine the activation barrier in many condensed-phase and enzyme-catalyzed reactions is an understanding of the intrinsic reactivity of the uncatalyzed reaction in the gas phase. Subsequently, the effect of solvation and/or catalysis can be considered. For example, a computation of the change of a reaction’s activation barrier from aqueous solution to an enzyme can be very informative, although it is not sufficient to generate a complete picture of enzyme catalysis as well as inadequate to validate the potential energy surface and computational techniques.

Valence bond (VB) theory provides a fundamental framework for this purpose because of its direct connection to concepts such as chemical bonding, reactivity, and electronic resonance. When ab initio self-consistent-field valence bond (VBSCF) theory is represented in terms of a two-state model, describing the interactions between the reactant and the product diabatic states, the intuitive nature of such a simple model is particularly useful both for understanding and for computation. However, when such a multiconfigurational VB wave function is reduced to a two-state representation, the construction of these two states is not unique, as we illustrate in this article, and this can lead to different interpretations of chemical reactivity and the origin of solvent effects. Consequently, it is essential to carefully examine the nature of a specific two-state VB model before it is applied to chemical reactions in solution and in enzymes. In this article, we aim to provide a perspective on different ways of constructing diabatic states, and we discuss some limitations on their usefulness for describing the potential energy surface of the adiabatic ground state.

Consider, for a more specific example, the haloalkane dehalogenase catalytic cycle. The haloalkane dehalogenase enzyme catalyzes the hydrolytic cleavage of carbon-halogen bonds in a broad range of halogenated alkanes to yield the corresponding alcohol with concomitant release of the halide anion. The efficiency of the enzymatic conversion is maximal with 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE) as the substrate. The catalytic action of haloalkane dehalogenase has been shown to consist of two chemical reaction steps. The first step involves a nucleophilic substitution ($S_N$2) reaction in which the carboxylate group of Asp124 attacks the halogenated hydrocarbon, displacing the halide anion and forming an enzyme-ester covalent intermediate. The second step is the hydrolysis of the intermediate by an activated water molecule, assisted by His289 and Asp260 residues of the enzyme, to yield the alcohol and to return the enzyme to its native form for the next catalytic cycle. The factors that affect the catalytic efficiency of the enzyme have been the focus of many theoretical studies.

Nucleophilic substitution reactions have also been investigated by density functional theory. The use of valence-bond (VB) theory to study these reactions quantitatively is less common because of the higher computational cost and slow convergence (with respect to adding configurations) of VB calculations, but VB theory has the advantage of providing unique insight into the electronic structure. Examples of nucleophilic substitution reactions studied using VB methodology include the identity $X^- + RX' \rightarrow XR + X^-$ reactions (R = alkyl; X, X' = F, Cl, Br, I); nonidentity versions of these reactions (X not the same as
A challenging question in condensed-phase reaction dynamics is the definition of the reaction coordinate. Arguably, the choices that have been made may be divided into two categories: (1) the use of a set of solute geometrical variables or a combination of approximate functions of relevant bond orders that vary systematically from the reactants to the products and (2) the use of a generalized solvent coordinate such as, in the Marcus theory of electron transfer reactions, the energy gap between the reactant and product diabatic states. In the first case, two common choices are (i) an analytic function of internal coordinates, such as the breaking and forming bond distances, or the distance between the reactants and (ii) the distance along a union of the steepest descent paths in mass-scaled coordinates from the saddle point to reactants and products. Choice (i) is usually called a distinguished reaction coordinate, and choice (ii) is called a minimum-energy-path (MEP) coordinate or an intrinsic reaction coordinate.

Sometimes one considers an ensemble of reaction paths and hence of reaction coordinates, as in ensemble-averaged variational transition state theory and in the transition and hence of reaction coordinates, as in ensemble-averaged coordinate or an intrinsic reaction coordinate. The saddle point to reactants and products. Choice (i) is usually called a distinguished reaction coordinate, and choice (ii) is called a minimum-energy-path (MEP) coordinate or an intrinsic reaction coordinate.

In category (2), the energy gap is typically defined as the difference in energy between two diabatic states of the reagents (also called “solute” or “primary subsystem”), one representing the reactants and the other representing the products, with both including their interactions with their surroundings (also called “solvent” or “bath” or “secondary subsystem”). For example, for an outer-sphere electron transfer reaction, the product state differs from the reactant state by the rearrangement of one electron, and the energy difference between these states is a function of the coordinates and polarization state of the solvent. Thus a diabatic energy gap can be considered to be a collective solvent coordinate. Such a diabatic gap was originally invoked by Marcus in weak-overlap electron transfer theory and has subsequently been used more broadly to describe other charge transfer processes in the condensed phase. Other collective solvent coordinates have also been used.

In addition, diabatic states and diabatic potential energy surfaces (sometimes called quasiadiabatic states and distortion potentials in this context) have sometimes been used for dynamical treatments by using separate coordinate systems for reactants and products.

Although diabatic energy functions for condensed-phase reactions were originally defined in terms of classical models, for example, the nonequilibrium electronic polarization energy of a dielectric medium interacting with a spherical ion, progress in the treatment of complex reactions can be achieved by using quantum mechanical electronic structure theory to define the diabatic states and calculate their energies. The present article is primarily concerned with such quantum mechanical calculations. When one uses electronic structure theory to treat the Born-Oppenheimer dynamics of complex systems, the nuclear coordinates are parameters in the electronic Hamiltonian and electronic wave functions. The electronic Hamiltonian (which is defined, as usual, to include the nuclear repulsion) is diagonalized, and the eigenvalues as functions of nuclear coordinates are the (adiabatic) potential energy surfaces for nuclear motion. That is called the adiabatic representation. Here we employ an analogous treatment for a two-state diabatic representation.

In this representation, the electronic Hamiltonian (which in general is Hermitean and here is assumed real symmetric, so there is only one unique off-diagonal element) is not diagonal. The diagonal matrix elements are the diabatic potential energy surfaces, and the off-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix element is the diabatic coupling which decreases the energy as compared to the diabatic crossing energy, thereby stabilizing the transition state of the adiabatic ground state.

In previous work, the diabatic potential energy surfaces have often been modeled without explicit calculations of electronic wave functions—for example by molecular mechanics such as in the Warshel-Weiss empirical valence bond formalism (we shall abbreviate this specific formalism as EVB; other VB treatments—both older and newer—with empirical elements are called semiempirical VB to distinguish them from EVB), by solvent dielectric continuum theory, by linear response theory, or by phenomenological fitting of reaction rates. The EVB model treats the diabatic coupling as a parametrized function—typically, as for example in the case considered here, as a constant. Further, a fundamental assumption of the EVB model is that the overlap integral between the diabatic states is zero. However, this model has been found to be insufficient to reproduce the vibrational frequencies at the transition state. As a result, the EVB model is not well suited for computing detailed rate quantities such as kinetic isotope effects that require an accurate treatment of the potential energy surface, the zero-point energy (ZPE), and quantum mechanical tunneling.

In other semiempirical VB models, the overlap-dependence of the diabatic coupling is treated implicitly by parametrizing the off-diagonal element to fit the entire adiabatic potential surface. Methods in the latter category include molecular mechanics with valence bond (MMVB), multiconfigurational molecular mechanics (MCM), and the generalized Gaussian algorithm of Chang and Miller and Schlegel and Sonnenberg.

In contrast, the fourfold way and mixed molecular orbital and valence bond (MOVb) methods that we describe in this article use electronic structure theory to derive the diabatic states; the ability of electronic structure theory to predict details of potential energy surfaces (such as vibrational frequencies) is one motivation for using quantum mechanical electronic structure theory in the diabatic formalism.

In comparing theories of diabatic states, it is important to keep in mind that diabatic electronic states are not uniquely defined, and a number of definitions have proved useful in various contexts. Many of these, whether
or not quantum mechanics is explicitly employed, are most easily understood in terms of VB theory. In VB theory, an electronic configuration state function (CSF) with a definite bonding pattern and set of formal atomic charges is called a VB structure. Note that, depending on the state, a VB structure may be a single Slater determinant or a linear combination of determinants. A resonance structure may be expressed in terms of one or more VB structures. For example, in VB theory, the wave function for the resonance structure of the HCl molecule can be written as a linear combination of a covalent (Heitler-London) VB structure which is described by two Slater determinants for the spin pairing between the two electrons that form the single bond, and two ionic VB structures ([H+ Cl−] and [H− Cl+]), each of which is represented by a single Slater determinant. In discussion, it is important to distinguish between VB structures (single CSFs) and VB resonance wave functions (linear combinations of CSFs); the latter will usually be called configuration interaction wave functions. Although the electronic wave function for a given VB structure changes when the coordinates of the nuclei change, it varies gradually, and it retains a recognizable bonding pattern even globally; Hartree-Fock (HF) wave functions may change suddenly, and they may also change the bonding pattern. Furthermore, HF orbitals, unlike VB orbitals, do not have a definite atomic parentage. In the original VB theory of Heitler, London, Slater, and Pauling, a VB structure changes only because the fixed atomic orbitals in terms of which it is defined move with the nuclei; in modern VB theory, such as generalized valence bond (GVB) or valence bond self-consistent field (VBSCF), the defining orbitals also breathe and polarize and may even delocalize across a bond.

One approximation used in the EVB formalism is that the partial atomic charges of the EVB states are assumed to be independent of the reaction coordinate and are based on reactant and product molecular mechanics parameters. In VB theory, this is equivalent to assuming that the ionic character of a VB structure is invariant to changes in geometry and external field, which is a severe approximation. Among other consequences, it implies that the partial charges on VB structures are the same in the gas phase, in solution, or in enzymes. Although in principle, it is possible to make the atomic partial charges in EVB-type models dependent on molecular structure, it is rarely done, and such a procedure is laborious for chemical reactions. Overcoming this kind of limitation of molecular mechanics-based treatments is another motivation for calculating diabatic potentials by using quantum mechanical electronic structure theory.

The first wave function approach considered in this article is the mixed molecular orbital and valence bond (MOVB) method. The MOVB method constructs VB-like diabatic states by a block localization procedure applied to molecular orbital calculations. Two MOVB schemes are considered: in one, called the variational diabatic configuration (VDC) scheme, the energies of the diabatic states are each variationally optimized and in another, called consistent diabatic configuration (CDC) scheme, the energy of the adiabatic ground state is variationally minimized.

The other approach that we will use to define diabatic states is called the fourfold way: it is based on the use of three orthogonal and one reference orbitals to construct diabatic molecular orbitals (DMOs), the use of these orbitals to define diabatic CSFs, and the determination of diabatic states in terms of the diabatic CSFs by configurational uniformity. This method has its roots in the theory of photochemical reactions, and it uses the concepts of DMOs and configurational uniformity to determine diabatic states as smoothly varying linear combinations of adiabatic CSFs; since the diabatic states are smooth functions of geometry, they resemble, to some extent, VB states. A key feature of this method is that the diabatic states span exactly the same space as the reference orbitals, and—since the diabatic states are smooth functions of geometry, they resemble, to some extent, VB states, they may be chosen as the ground state and the (N−1) lowest-energy adiabatic states or—as in the example considered here—as the ground state and an excited adiabatic state with the charge character of the product, so that the diabatic energy gap can serve as a reaction coordinate. A second key feature is that one can base the method on correlated wave functions, which are more accurate than HF ones.

In the present work, we illustrate the diabatization methods by applying them all to the same example. The example chosen is the S2 reaction of acetate ion with DCE in the gas phase

\[
\text{CH}_3\text{CO}_2^- + \text{ClCH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{Cl} \rightarrow \text{CH}_3\text{CO}_2^- + \text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{Cl} + \text{Cl}^- 
\]

which is motivated by the haloalkane dehalogenase reaction discussed in the second paragraph. Although the main focus is on the definition of diabatic states for the gas-phase reaction, we also consider the reaction in water to compare the free energies of solvation and activation obtained with the EVB PES with those reported in the literature. In addition to serving as a model S2 reaction, reaction 1 is of interest for developing bioremediation strategies. The production of halogenated hydrocarbons for use as herbicides, pesticides, refrigerants, or solvents has given rise to environmental concerns due to their toxicity and possible role as carcinogenic agents. A possible route for bioremediation of contaminated soils and waters involving the action of the haloalkane dehalogenase enzyme present in, for instance, the bacterium Xanthobacter autotrophicus GJ10.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2.1 reviews the general valence bond framework for the treatment of S2 reactions. In section 2.2 the electronic structure methods used to determine the adiabatic and diabatic electronic states are introduced. The fourfold way with configuration uniformity algorithm for diabatization is explained in section 2.3, and the details of its application to the acetate + DCE reaction are given in the Appendix. The MOVB method is explained in section 2.4. The definition of diabatic coupling for nonorthogonal and orthogonal MOVB wave functions is detailed in section 2.5. The main features of the EVB theory are sketched in section 2.6. The method used to calculate free energies of solvation and
activation in water is presented in section 2.7. Sections 2.8 presents the basis sets employed. The main results of the present study are presented in section 3. Section 3.1 contains the definition of reaction coordinate and reaction path for the acetate + DCE reaction. The adiabatic energy profiles obtained along the reaction path are presented and discussed in section 3.2, where the accuracy of the adiabatic reaction energy and barrier height is assessed by comparing them to high-level calculations. Section 3.3 present a detailed comparison of the diabatic energies and couplings obtained with the different methods. Section 3.4 is concerned with the solvation and activation free energies of the reaction in water. Finally, the conclusions are presented in section 4.

2. Theory and Methods

2.1. Valence-Bond Treatment of SN2 Reactions. The general scheme for the treatment of SN2 reactions using VB theory has been developed in a number of previous works.

The reaction $X^- + R-Y \rightarrow X-R + Y^-$, where $X^-$ and $Y^-$ are the nucleophile and the leaving group, respectively, and $R$ is an alkyl group, can be used to illustrate the general case. Four electrons participate directly in the nucleophilic displacement, i.e., two from the reactant nucleophile $X^-$ and two from the R-Y bond. If these electrons are distributed among the three frontier orbitals of the three fragments ($X$, $R$, and $Y$), a total of six VB structures can be generated, which are depicted below:

$$
\begin{align*}
X^-R-Y & \quad X-R:Y^- & \quad X^-R:+Y^- \\
1 & 2 & 3 \\
X^-:R^+Y & \quad \cdot:R^-Y & \quad X^+:R^+:Y^- \\
4 & 5 & 6
\end{align*}
$$

The VB many-electron wave function is expressed as a linear combination of the CSFs that correspond to the six VB structures in eq 2. Structures 1 and 2 represent Heitler-London covalent configurations, each of which consists of two Slater determinants, and have the largest weights, corresponding to the reactant and the product state, respectively. They are the dominant configurations, and a minimal description of the diabatic states must always include them. Structure 3 is the triple-ion configuration that is most stable and has the greatest resemblance to the transition state. The VB configuration correlation diagram of these resonance structures for the acetate + DCE reaction is shown in Figure 1. The VB picture of an SN2 reaction is that the VB configurations corresponding to structures 1 and 2, “dressed” by the proper ionic configurations, experience an avoided crossing along the reaction coordinate, and their interaction gives rise to two adiabatic states. The excited adiabatic state assumed in this scheme has in fact been detected in photoexcitation experiments. The ground state has a reaction barrier, and the excited state has a local minimum at approximately the same geometric location, corresponding to the crossing point of the diabatic states (Figure 1). The VB studies performed on SN2 reactions in the gas phase and in solution have found that the use of structures 1, 2, and 3 is sufficient to obtain quantitative results because in structures 4, 5, and 6 a negative charge is placed on a less electronegative atom, resulting in high energies and relatively small configuration weights in the VB wave function. Nevertheless, structures 4 and 6 can play significant roles in the definition and understanding of diabatic states. Note that structure 5 represents a spin paired interaction between two electrons, each localized on one of the nonbonded atoms, in the presence of a doubly occupied orbital. It corresponds to a charge-transfer excited state that does not contribute to the nominal configuration interaction wave function either for the reactant state or for the product state. Nevertheless, structure 5 can mix with other VB structures to stabilize the adiabatic ground state, and it has the largest contribution at the transition state where the molecular geometry is the most compact. We have found that the effect of structure 5 in lowering the reaction barrier is very small, less than 1 kcal/mol for a typical SN2 reaction.

Thus, it is not essential to include structure 5 in defining the diabatic and adiabatic states.

2.2. Electronic Structure Methods. The fourfold way and the MOVB scheme are based on different approaches to the construction of diabatic states. In the fourfold way with configuration uniformity, adiabatic states are generated first, and they are subsequently transformed to an equivalent set of diabatic states; the transformation also yields the diabatic energies and couplings. In the general cases, to obtain good reaction energies and barrier heights without empirical parameters, dynamic electron correlation effects need to be included in the wave function. In the present implementation, the state-averaged CASSCF, or SA-CASSCF, method (in the state average, the ground state is weighted 75% and the excited state 25%) has been chosen to define configuration interaction (CI) coefficients and MOs that are then used as the basis for multiconfigurational quasidegenerate perturbation theory at second order (MC-QDPT) to include dynamic correlation. (Note that MC-QDPT is very similar to another well-known method called multistate complete-active-space second-order perturbation theory (MS-CASPT2)). The CASSCF active space has been selected in analogy to the discussion of section 2.1. Thus, the active space is formed by four electrons in three active MOs. The four active electrons correspond to two electrons from one of the attacking oxygen
atoms in the acetate ion and the two electrons in the C–Cl bond of DCE. The three active MOs are the oxygen lone pair centered on the attacking oxygen of CH3CO2–, one of the $p$ orbitals of Cl– in the products, and the $\sigma_{C-Cl}$ orbital delocalized over the three atoms that participate directly in the forming and breaking bonds.

It is important to note that the excited electronic state used in the fourfold way analysis is the first excited state of the acetate + DCE system in the CASSCF calculations within the active space chosen, but it is not the first excited state of the system. The spectroscopic first singlet excited electronic state in fact is the one that derives from an $n-\pi^*$ transition of the acetate ion. However, that electronic state is not directly relevant to the nucleophile substitution reaction and is excluded in the present treatment. Here we formulate the problem in terms of only the two crossing diabatic states that correspond to the different bonding patterns (charge arrangements) of the reactant and product. For this reason, the active space chosen must be considered as a “model space”.

The MC-QDPT calculations use a modified 6-31+G(d)184–187 basis set called 6-31&G(d), which is explained in the Appendix, which contains extra computational details not germane to our focus.

The diabatic states in the MOVB method are generated by following a different strategy. In MOVB, we first construct VB states in terms of block-localized MOs for each fragment in the corresponding VB structure. In the original formulation of the MOVB method, the VB matrix elements are determined analytically using nonorthogonal determinant wave functions.60,141 In the limit of a single fragment in which the MOs are fully delocalized, the MOVB state reduces precisely to the HF limit. (The HF method is accurate enough for the present $S_2$ example; in cases where electron correlation effects must be included, the method can be applied at the Kohn-Sham level rather than with HF.)

In order to obtain reference values for the relative energies of the acetate + DCE ground-state potential energy surface (PES), we have followed the strategy of choosing an accurate yet computationally affordable method to carry out the stationary point geometry optimizations and then using these geometries to calculate refined relative energies using high-level wave function methods. Thus, the geometry optimizations were performed using the M06-2X density functional with the MG3S basis set. The M06-2X functional has been shown to provide accurate main-group thermochemistry, kinetics, noncovalent interactions, and electronic excitation energies to valence and Rydberg states. The MG3S basis set is a multiply polarized basis of triple-$\zeta$ quality that contains diffuse functions centered in all heavy atoms and that was designed to provide accurate relative energies in density functional theory. Three high-level methods were used to perform single-point calculations on the M06-2X/MG3S stationary point geometries, namely, Gaussian-3X with scaled energies (G3SX),190–192 its MP3 version with a reduced order of perturbation theory (G3SX(MP3)),192 and the BMC-CCSD multicoefficient correlation method.194 These high-level calculations will be denoted G3SX/M06-2X, G3SX(MP3)/M06-2X, and BMC-CCSD/M06-2X, respectively.

The M06-2X density functional was also employed to obtain reaction path geometries on the ground-state PES that were then used to compute the MC-QDPT adiabatic and diabatic reaction profiles. The ground-state reaction path was also calculated with the B3LYP functional for comparison with the other methods. For the MOVB method, diabatic energies were calculated at the optimized ground-state adiabatic reaction path geometries obtained at the HF level.

Note that in this work we are only concerned with the segment of the reaction path that connects the reactant ion-molecule complex and the product ion-molecule complex of the gas-phase $S_0$2 reaction, by analogy with the structures relevant to the $S_0$2 step of the haloalkane dehalogenase catalytic cycle.12–32 Thus, infinitely separated reactants and products are not considered in the present study.

2.3. Fourfold Way Algorithm for Diabatization. The fourfold way161–163 is a direct diabatization method that has been applied successfully in our group to determining the first two singlet diabatic electronic states of the Li + FH $\rightarrow$ LiF + H$^+$ and the HNCO $\rightarrow$ HN + CO, H + NCO163 reactions, to the construction of global diabatic PESs for the ground and first singlet excited electronic states of NH$_3$,199,200 and to the calculation of the six lowest singlet diabatic states of the photodissociation reactions of BrCH$_2$C(O)Cl$_2$ along the C–Br and C–Cl dissociative reaction coordinates. The key principles of fourfold way with configurational uniformity161–163 are the construction of suitable DMOs and their use to construct diabatic configuration state functions (DCSFs) that are employed to enforce configurational uniformity on the multiconfigurational wave function of the CASSCF or MC-QDPT step; here we use the latter. The DMOs and the DCSFs must have three properties: (1) they must be uniquely defined at each nuclear configuration, (2) they must be smooth along continuous nuclear-coordinate paths, and (3) when the multiconfigurational wave functions are expressed in terms of DMOs, each state must be dominated by at most a few DCSFs in regions where the electronic states are weakly interacting. To construct DMOs, the one-electron density matrices and transition density matrices are used to define the functional

$$D_3(\alpha_N, \alpha_R, \alpha_T) = \alpha_N D^{NO} + \alpha_R D^{NO} + \alpha_T D^{TD} \quad (3)$$

where $\alpha_N$, $\alpha_R$, and $\alpha_T$ are parameters usually set to the values 2, 1, and 0.5 (we use the standard values in the present work), $D^{NO}$ is a natural orbital density matrix, $D^{ON}$ is an occupation number density matrix, and $D^{TD}$ is a transition density matrix. The criterion for constructing DMOs based on maximization of the $D_3$ functional is called the threefold density criterion. For some systems (including the present one), one needs additional constraints on MO uniformity. This is done by introducing a set of $\lambda$ reference MOs and defining a new term, called the reference overlap term, which contains an overlap-like quantity between the MOs at the current geometry and the reference MOs. Use of eq 3 without reference orbitals is called the threefold way; when one or more reference MO is included, the method is called the
fourfold way, since it depends on the three functionals in eq 3 and on the set of reference MOs.

The DMOs are used to construct orthonormal DCSFs that are distributed into groups, with each group spanning a characteristic subspace that defines a diabatic state. The basic requirement is that the group list be the same for all nuclear geometries. The adiabatic many-electron wave functions are finally expressed in the basis of the DCSFs, and their CI coefficients are used to define the adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation matrix which is then used to generate the diabatic energy matrix. Diagonalization of the diabatic matrix gives back the adiabatic energy matrix.

The fourfold way yields two VB-like configurations that correspond to the covalent VB structures of eq 2 (i.e., structures 1 and 2, each mixed with structure 3 proportionally); these configurations may be called resonance60,203,204 structures. The bonding patterns of these resonance configurations in the reactant and product regions of the acetate + DCE system are shown in Figure 1.

The role of the reference MOs for the acetate + DCE reaction is somewhat different than for most reactions studied previously,199–202 with the two-arrangement reaction Li + FH → LiF + H.162 In most cases199–202 studied so far, the reference MOs are introduced to fix the orientation of the DMOs that are localized on a given atom but that become degenerate with other orbitals at either reactants or products, and whose coefficients would otherwise mix with the other degenerate orbitals along the reaction coordinate making it impossible to define consistent groups of DCSFs. In the case of acetate + DCE, the reference MOs also play this role, as they help to discriminate between the two degenerate lone pairs on oxygen in the reactant and between the three degenerate orbitals of chloride in the product. However, in this case as well as in the case of the LiFH162 two-arrangement system, there is a complication with the deformation of the DMOs obtained by the threefold way along the reaction path. Applying the threefold way, a DMO that is localized on a given atom in reactants can become delocalized along the path and can transform into a DMO localized on a different atom in products. For the acetate + DCE reaction, reference MOs are essential for obtaining diabatic states that are VB-like states, because they effectively project the delocalized MOs obtained by CASSCF or MC-QDPT onto localized MOs centered on the atoms, and they consequently generate VB-like configurations once the wave function is re-expressed in terms of the fourfold way DMOs. What is required is to obtain two crossing VB-like diabatic states analogous to those in VB theory.

Note that the adiabatic energies obtained by the MC-QDPT fourfold way are different from the energies obtained without applying the fourfold way. The two different sets of energies are denoted MC-QDPT(4) and MC-QDPT, respectively, or when indicating that they are calculated at stationary points or along reaction paths optimized with the M06-2X density functional, they are denoted MC-QDPT(4)/M06-2X or MC-QDPT/M06-2X. That the MC-QDPT and MC-QDPT(4) energies are different can be understood considering the way the MC-QDPT adiabatic energies are calculated. When the fourfold way is not applied, the MC-QDPT wave function is based on the CASSCF canonical MOs,180 whereas when the fourfold way is applied, the MC-QDPT wave function is based on the CASSCF DMOs for the active space and on the canonical MOs for the inactive and virtual subspaces. This causes the adiabatic energies to differ between these two cases, because whereas the CASSCF adiabatic energies are strictly invariant with respect to rotations of active orbitals, this is not true for MC-QDPT.162 In the calculations reported here, only the MC-QDPT(4)/M06-2X adiabatic energies are computed along the reaction path, for consistency with the diabatic energies obtained at the same level.

2.4. Diabatic States from the Molecular Orbital-Valence Bond (MOVB) Method. The MOVB method60,141 is based on a block-localized wave function (BLW) approach.153–160 The BLW method has been applied to a variety of problems including interaction energy decomposition and conjugation delocalization effects.205–208

For each given VB structure, the molecular system is divided into a number of polyatomic fragments, for which MOs are formed by using only basis functions on that fragment; the number of electrons and total charges of each fragment are fully determined by the VB structure. Therefore, for the present Sn2 reaction between acetate ion and dichloroethane, the wave functions for the reactant (ΨMOVB) and product (ΨMOVB) states are given by

Reactant

\[\left[\text{CH}_3\text{CO}_2\right]\left[\text{Cl} - \text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{Cl}\right]; \Psi_{\text{MOVB}}^R = \hat{A}\{\phi_{\text{Ac}} - \phi_{\text{Cl-CH}_2\text{CH}_2}\text{Cl}\}\]

Product

\[\left[\text{CH}_3\text{CO}_2 - \text{H}_2\text{CH}_2\text{Cl}\text{Cl}^-\right]; \Psi_{\text{MOVB}}^P = \hat{A}\{\phi_{\text{Ac},\text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2}\text{Cl} - \phi_{\text{Cl}}\}\]

where \(\hat{A}\) is an antisymmetrizing operator, and \(\phi_{\text{f}}\) specifies a product of molecular orbitals that are expressed as linear combinations of atomic orbitals in fragment \(\text{F}\). The Lewis structures for different fragments in the reactant and product diabatic states as well as their associated total charges are defined by square brackets. The MOs within each fragment in eqs 4a and 4b are restricted to be orthogonal as in HF theory, but the MOs of different fragments are not orthogonal—a key feature of conventional valence bond theory, for which the fragments are atoms.

The wave function of each VB structure is defined by a single Slater determinant (eqs 4a and 4b), and the MOs of the MOVB treatment are fragment localized, that is, they are delocalized within each fragment, but by construction they are localized on one or another fragment. Each VB wave function obtained by the BLW method represents a diabatic electronic state. We have shown that the reactant state wave function defined by eq 4a in MOVB corresponds to an ab initio VB wave function containing covalent configuration 1 and ionic configurations 3 and 4 for the C–Cl bond that is cleaved, and the nucleophile \(\text{CH}_3\text{CO}_2^-\) ion acts as a “spectator” ion that interacts and polarizes the C–Cl bond structure.3 In the same vein, the product state wave function defined by eq 4b consists of contributions from covalent
structure 2 and ionic structures 3 and 6.\textsuperscript{4} We note that the outer spin-pairing structure 5 does not contribute to the Lewis bond configuration interaction wave function of either the reactant or the product state; thus, it is not included in the MOVB wave function; however, comparison of the results from ab initio VBSCF calculations, with and without inclusion of structure 5, shows that it only affects the reaction barrier by about 1 kcal/mol.\textsuperscript{4} The total MOVB wave function is then written as a linear combination of the diabatic states obtained with BLW

\[ \Phi_{\text{MOV}} = a^\text{R}\Phi^\text{R}_{\text{MOV}} + a^\text{P}\Phi^\text{P}_{\text{MOV}} \]  

(4c)

where \( a^\text{R} \) and \( a^\text{P} \) are MOVB configuration coefficients for the reactant and product states, respectively. The adiabatic energies are obtained by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem\textsuperscript{61} in the nonorthogonal MOVB basis of the two diabatic states.

Two different variational schemes are employed to optimize the VB wave functions.\textsuperscript{5} In the first scheme, the optimal fragment localized MOs at each molecular geometry are obtained so as to minimize the expectation value of the Hamiltonian for each individual VB structure (\( \Psi_{\text{MOV}}^\text{R} \) and \( \Psi_{\text{MOV}}^\text{P} \)). In other words, the energy for each VB structure is separately optimized. The resulting VB states are called variational diabatic configurations (VDC). An alternative procedure, called consistent diabatic configuration (CDC) theory, is to simultaneously optimize both VB structures and configurational coefficients, as in the multiconfiguration self-consistent field (MCSCF) method, to minimize the ground-state adiabatic energy. The resulting VB states are called consistent diabatic configurations since they are consistently obtained with respect to the variational energy of the adiabatic ground state.

In either scheme we may work in the nonorthogonal or orthogonal representation. In the former case the secular equation is the generalized eigenvalue problem\textsuperscript{4}

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
H^\text{P}_{11} - V & H^\text{P}_{12} - S^\text{P}_{12} V \\
H^\text{P}_{12} - S^\text{P}_{12} V & H^\text{P}_{22} - V
\end{bmatrix} = 0
\]  

(5)

where \( H^\text{P}_{11} \) and \( H^\text{P}_{22} \) are the energies of the nonorthogonal VB states, \( H^\text{P}_{12} \) is the nonorthogonal off-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix element, \( S^\text{P}_{12} \) is the overlap integral, and the resonance energy (defined as the stabilization energy at the diabatic state crossing) is the difference between \( V \) and the lower of \( H^\text{P}_{11} \) and \( H^\text{P}_{22} \) (Note that \( S^\text{P}_{21} = S^\text{P}_{12} \) and \( H^\text{P}_{21} = H^\text{P}_{12} \)). Alternatively, the nonorthogonal diabatic states may be orthogonalized, in which case the off-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix element is the resonance energy itself. Hence there are four combinations, namely orthogonal and nonorthogonal CDC and VDC states.

The MOVB method is more efficient than other self-consistent field valence bond (VBSCF) methods\textsuperscript{58,66,150,151,209-213} for obtaining the adiabatic ground-state potential energy surface of a reactive system, but the trade-off is lower accuracy since each VB structure is approximated by a single Slater determinant of block-localized MOs. There are at least three ways that the accuracy of the MOVB method can be improved. The first is to use multiconfigurational methods such as generalized valence bond (GVB) theory\textsuperscript{209} to construct the individual diabatic states; this could provide a better treatment of electron correlation within each fragment. In the limit of this approach in which orbitals are block-localized on individual atoms, MOVB is equivalent to ab initio VBSCF, which is comparable to the familiar CASSCF method with an appropriate choice of active space.\textsuperscript{214-217} Secondly, computational accuracy can be improved by forming an effective Hamiltonian, in which the off-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix element (\( H^\text{P}_{12} \)) is required to reproduce high-level ab initio calculations or experimental data. Thirdly, one can use Kohn-Sham or generalized Kohn-Sham density functional theory instead of HF theory, but this requires additional assumptions to approximate the diabatic coupling.

These approaches are not employed in the present examples.

\section{2.5. Diabatic Couplings from MOVB Wave Functions.}

The calculations described in section 2.4 originally yield \( H^\text{P}_{11} \), \( H^\text{P}_{22} \), and \( H^\text{P}_{12} \) in a nonorthogonal representation.\textsuperscript{4,60,127} For dynamics calculations it is often necessary to consider orthogonal states. For example, the usual rate of electron transfer rearrangement in the nonadiabatic limit is derived by Fermi’s Golden rule,\textsuperscript{218,219} if one used nonorthogonal initial and final states in a Golden Rule calculation, a constant coupling operator would cause a finite rate of charge transfer. If one treats the dynamics to infinite order, i.e., exactly, one can obtain correct results with either orthogonal or nonorthogonal representations, if used consistently. However, much of the literature of charge rearrangements is based on the Golden Rule or other perturbation treatments, and difficulties with formulating such treatments in terms of nonorthogonal representations are well known.\textsuperscript{220,221}

The preferred way to transform to orthogonal states is by the symmetric orthogonalization method of Löwdin\textsuperscript{222} because, of all possible orthogonalizations, this yields states with the most resemblance to the original nonorthogonal ones. The resulting transformed \( 2 \times 2 \) Hamiltonian matrix in the symmetrically orthogonalized representation is\textsuperscript{61,142}

\[
H^o = S^{-1/2} H^p S^{-1/2}
\]  

(6)

where \( S_{11} \) and \( S_{22} \) are unity because the nonorthogonal states are normalized, \( S_{12} = (S_{21}) \) is the overlap between the diabatic states, \( T \) denotes a transpose, and \( H^p \) is the Hamiltonian in the nonorthogonal representation.

It is useful to compare the eigenvalue problem for the ground-state adiabatic potential energy surface \( V \), in the two representations. In the symmetrically orthogonal representation it is the standard eigenvalue problem

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
H^o_{11} - V & H^o_{12} \\
H^o_{12} & H^o_{22} - V
\end{bmatrix} = 0
\]  

(7)

whereas in the nonorthogonal representation it is given by eq 5. Comparing eqs 5 and 7 shows that the off-diagonal element of the Hamiltonian enters the theory in a different way in the orthogonal and nonorthogonal representations. It would be meaningless to specify \( H^o_{12} \) without also specifying \( S_{12} \).

Interestingly, if one defines (as done above) the resonance energy, \( B \), as the stabilization energy at the diabatic state...
crossing, it is clear that in the orthogonal diabatic state representation
\[ B = |H_{12}^2| \]  
(8)

On the other hand, in the nonorthogonal diabatic state representation, solving eq 5 analytically shows that the resonance energy is
\[ B = \frac{\theta}{1 - S_{12}\text{sign}(\theta)} \]  
(9a)

where
\[ \theta = H_{12}^2 - S_{12}H_{11}^2 \]  
(9b)

Equation 9a, combined with the definition of \( B \), can also be rearranged to
\[ B = |H_{12}^2 - S_{12}V| \]  
(10)

that is, the resonance energy is the absolute value of the difference between the nonorthogonal off-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix element and the adiabatic ground-state energy scaled by the overlap integral. If one treats \( B \) as a parameter in an effective two-state VB Hamiltonian approach, \( B \) is implicitly dependent on the overlap.\(^4,\)\(^126\) (Notice that if one changes the sign of both diabatic wave functions, none of the matrix elements changes sign; whereas if one changes the sign of only one diabatic wave function, then \( H_{12}^2 \) and \( S_{12} \) change sign, but \( B \) computed by eq 9a or 10 is invariant to such a sign change.)

### 2.6. Diabatic Energies from the Empirical Valence Bond (EVB) Method

The EVB method\(^{92-103} \) of Warshel and Weiss has as its main features\(^{223} \) (a) using molecular mechanics to model chemical reactions in the context of VB theory; (b) assuming orthogonality of diabatic states to eliminate unknown overlap integrals; (c) calibrating the energy of the molecular fragments to try to make the method suitable for the study of reactions in solution and large molecules such as enzymes; (d) including solvation effects in the diagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements; and (e) assuming the off-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements are independent of environment, for example, the same in solution as in an enzyme. Note that (b) and (c) are mutually incompatible because if the diabatic states are assumed orthogonal or transformed to be so, they contain orthogonalization tails from other fragments. If molecular fragments are used to calibrate such orthogonal diabatic states, this treatment of overlap contributes an additional source of error over and above the assumption that the fragments are not internally polarized (distorted by valence interactions and noncovalent effects) when incorporated into the whole system. (Similar errors due to distortion and neglect of overlap have been discussed carefully in the context of diatomics-in-molecules theory,\(^{224} \) which is another semiempirical valence bond method.) If real molecular fragments are used to model the potential energy surfaces of the orthogonalized diabatic states, the neglect of the overlap can be a severe error if electronic structure methods are used as we see below. Furthermore, due to the neglect of internal polarization, if the diabatic coupling is only fitted to reproduce the barrier height of the adiabatic ground state, severe errors may arise in other regions of the potential energy surface.\(^{130,\)\(^131} \) In step (d), the off-diagonal matrix elements are determined empirically by comparison with experimental kinetics data and are assumed to have generally simple functional forms or are taken as constant. In step (e), they are assumed to be unaffected by the surroundings. These features of the nondiagonal matrix elements are drawbacks of EVB theory.

In this work we characterize the ground-state adiabatic potential energy surface derived from EVB for the acetate + DCE reaction, taking the molecular mechanics parameters for the diabatic states to be the same as those used in ref 21 (see the Appendix).

### 2.7. Free Energies of Solvation and Activation in Water

The standard-state free energy of activation in water at a temperature \( T \) in the separable equilibrium solvation (SES) approximation can be calculated from the geometries of the gas-phase reactants and the TS as follows\(^{225} \)
\[ \Delta G_{W}^{\pm}(T) = \Delta V_{g}^{\pm} + \Delta G_{RVE}^{\pm}(T) + \Delta \Delta G_{S}^{\pm}(T) \]  
(11)

where \( T \) is the temperature; \( \Delta V_{g}^{\pm} \) is the potential energy barrier in the gas phase; \( \Delta G_{RVE}^{\pm} \) is the difference between the internal gas-phase free energies of the TS and reactants, with RVE standing for rotational, vibrational, and electronic degrees of freedom; and \( \Delta \Delta G_{S}^{\pm} \) is the difference in standard-state free energies of solvation of the TS and reactants. (Note that we include zero point vibrational energies in the \( \Delta G_{RVE}^{\pm} \) term, whereas some workers include it in \( \Delta V_{g}^{\pm} \)). We neglect the \( \Delta G_{RVE}^{\pm} \) term in the calculations, as this term is not our focus here and does not affect our discussion. All the calculations presented here are for a temperature of 298.15 K.

We calculate \( \Delta \Delta G_{S}^{\pm}(T) \) by using the SM8 universal continuum solvation model\(^{226} \) in combination with CM4M,\(^{227} \) which is the parametrization of Charge Model 4\(^{228} \) (CM4) that is specifically designed to be used with the M06 suite (M) of density functionals. The M06-2X functional with the 6-31G(d) basis set has been chosen for the calculations. The SM8/M06-2X/CM4M model has been shown to reproduce free energies of solvation for a set of 120 ions in water with a mean unsigned error of 3.4 kcal/mol.\(^{226} \)

### 2.8. Basis Sets

All B3LYP, HF, MC-QDPT, and M06-2X/SM8 calculations in this article use the 6-31+G(d,p), 6-31+G(d,p), 6-31G(d), and 6-31G(d) basis sets, respectively. The 6-31G(d) basis is defined in the Appendix for gas-phase M06-2X calculations, MG3S is used for stationary points, and 6-31G(d) has been used for the construction of contour plots.

### 3. Results

We first define the reaction coordinate used for the plots, and we explain how the reaction path and energies along the reaction path were obtained for each of the methods employed. Then, relative adiabatic ground-state potential energy values at stationary points are presented to evaluate the quality of results at different levels of theory. The free energies of solvation and activation in water are calculated...
and compared with the dynamical results based on the EVB potential surface reported in the literature. Then, we describe the diabatic states. Finally, we discuss the diabatic state coupling along the reaction path.

3.1. Reaction Coordinate and Reaction Path. The reaction coordinate for reaction 1 is defined as the difference between the bond distances of the breaking bond (C–Cl) and the forming bond (O–C)

\[ z = R(\text{C} - \text{Cl}) - R(\text{O} - \text{C}) \]  

(12)

As mentioned in section 1, such a reaction coordinate is sometimes called a distinguished reaction coordinate. The reaction paths were constructed by fixing the value of this distinguished reaction coordinate and optimizing the rest of geometrical variables on the ground-state adiabatic PES. The values of some of the key geometric parameters for the stationary points obtained using the HF, B3LYP, M06-2X, and the EVB computational methods are presented in Table 1. The definition of these variables is illustrated in Figure 2.

Table 1. Value of Key Bond Distances (in Å) and Angles (in degrees) Obtained for the Stationary Points of the Acetate + DCE Reaction with the HF, B3LYP, M06-2X, and EVB Methods^a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HF</th>
<th>B3LYP</th>
<th>M06-2X</th>
<th>EVB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C–O(d_{1})</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>3.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C–O(d_{2})</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl–C(a_{1})</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl–C(a_{2})</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O–C–Cl(a_{1})</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O–C–C(a_{2})</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a The geometric parameters are defined in Figure 2. ‘RS’, ‘TS’, and ‘PS’ stand for the reactant ion-molecule complex, the transition state, and the product ion-molecule complex, respectively.

The first point along the reaction path is the reactant ion-molecule complex with the DCE molecule in a gauche conformation, because this conformation is preferred for the nucleophilic attack of the acetate ion. The O–C distance at this geometry calculated at the M06-2X level is 3.09 Å, which is slightly shorter than the O–C distance optimized at the other two levels. The O–C distance at the optimized M06-2X transition state is 2.01 Å, which is also shorter than that optimized at the HF and B3LYP levels. The product ion-molecule complex has \( R(\text{O} - \text{C}) = 1.44 \) Å. The C–Cl distances obtained at the M06-2X level are also shorter than those obtained at the HF and B3LYP levels at the three stationary points.

As can be observed in Table 1, the bond distances and angles obtained with EVB are quite different from those obtained with the other methods. As also shown in Table 1, two different transition states (each confirmed by frequency analysis to have only a single imaginary frequency) are found on the ground-state adiabatic potential energy surface instead of the single transition state obtained with HF and with density functional methods. The data presented in Table 1 also show that the EVB stationary point geometries are shifted towards the region of products, as shown most clearly by the O–C and C–Cl bond distances: the EVB reactant complex has distances comparable to those of the TS obtained with the other methods, and the EVB transition states have distances roughly comparable to that of the HF and density functional product complex. The shape of the EVB ground potential surface is therefore quite different to that of the potential surfaces obtained with electronic structure methods. This will be more clearly seen in the next section, where we compare contour plots obtained with density functionals to those obtained with EVB.

3.2. Adiabatic Ground-State Energy. Shown in Figure 3(a) are the ground-state adiabatic potential energies as functions of the reaction coordinate obtained at the B3LYP, M06-2X, CDC-MOVB, and fourfold way (MC-QDPT(4)//M06-2X) levels of theory. In Figure 3(b) we present analogous results obtained with EVB theory; these are given separately because they span a larger range of the reaction coordinate.

The energies of the stationary points along the gas-phase reaction path are sketched in Figure 4, where \( \Delta V_s \) represents a difference in gas-phase potential energy. The two key electronic energy differences are defined in this scheme, namely, the reaction energy from the reactant complex to the product complex (\( \Delta V_g \)), and the reaction barrier with respect to the reactant complex (\( \Delta V_b \)). Table 2 summarizes the values obtained in the present work for these quantities. To our knowledge, the product complex has not been reported in the literature, and there are no data to which to compare.

The barrier heights and reaction energies obtained with the three high-level wave function methods used as a reference (presented in Table 2) agree reasonably well with...
each other. The presumably most accurate method, G3SX/M06-2X, gives a barrier height of 16.9 kcal/mol. The MC-QDPT(4)//M06-2X barrier height is in good agreement with this high-level value, whereas density functional theory at the B3LYP level gives too low a barrier and the M06-2X barrier is slightly too large (Table 2 and Figure 3). The energy of reaction predicted by the high-level methods is between about -10.0 and -11.0 kcal/mol, in good agreement with the density functional and MC-QDPT(4)//M06-2X results. The EVB reaction energy of -7.0 kcal/mol is in reasonable agreement with the high-level results. The higher of the two barriers obtained by EVB (22.9 kcal/mol) is about 6 kcal/mol higher than our best estimate, and, as mentioned before, the geometry of the saddle point disagrees with all four other calculations. Of particular relevance is the presence of the second EVB saddle point with a barrier of only 2.3 kcal/mol. Following the path of steepest descent from either transition state leads in one direction to the reactant complex and in the other to the product complex. (Thus, the path of steepest descent from the higher saddle point does not lead to the lower one.) This implies that there is an alternative, lower-energy path for the reaction to proceed, avoiding the higher barrier. This is most likely an artifact of the fitting of the EVB method to empirical data for its use to study the reaction in water and in the haloalkane dehalogenase enzyme. The relevance of such a low barrier for dynamical studies of the reaction in water and in the haloalkane dehalogenase enzyme will be considered below.

To further examine the shape of the ground-state adiabatic PES, we have constructed 2-D contour plots for the reaction at the B3LYP and M06-2X levels and have compared them to those calculated at the EVB level. For each method, the zero of energy is taken as the ground-state adiabatic energy of the ion-molecule reactant complex. Note the change in the scale of the abscissa between parts (a) and (b).

![Figure 3.](image)

**Figure 3.** Ground-state adiabatic potential energy profiles along the reaction coordinate computed with (a) MC-QDPT(4)//M06-2X (full line), M06-2X (dashed line), CDC-MOVB (dotted line), and B3LYP (dashed-dotted line) and (b) EVB. For each method, the zero of energy is taken as the ground-state adiabatic energy of the ion-molecule reactant complex. Note the change in the scale of the abscissa between parts (a) and (b).
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**Figure 4.** Definition of reaction energy and reaction barrier on the ground-state PES used in the present study.

### Table 2. Reaction Energy and Barrier Height (in kcal/mol) of the Acetate + DCE Reaction in the Gas Phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>$\Delta V_g$</th>
<th>$\Delta V_g$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M06-2X</td>
<td>-11.3</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMC-CCSD/M06-2X</td>
<td>-9.9</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3SX(MP3)/M06-2X</td>
<td>-10.5</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3SX/M06-2X</td>
<td>-10.7</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC-QDPT/M06-2X</td>
<td>-15.1</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC-QDPT(4)/M06-2X</td>
<td>-10.6</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3LYP</td>
<td>-10.3</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>-18.4</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVB (scheme VDC)</td>
<td>-21.7</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVB (scheme CDC)</td>
<td>-22.0</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVB</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>22.9, 2.3, 2, 3*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The first value corresponds to TS1, and the second value corresponds to TS2 (see Table 1 for the geometries of TS1 and TS2).
the plot, as the optimizations fixing the values of the O–C and C–Cl distances close to those of the TS with the higher barrier always lead to the lower energies observed in the figure. We conclude that the features of the EVB ground-state PES for acetate + DCE reaction in the gas phase do not reflect those obtained with high-level electronic structure theory.

3.3. Diabatic States. The diabatic potential energy curves (and the ground-state adiabatic potential curves) obtained using the nonorthogonal and orthogonal representations for MOVB with VDC and CDC methods are presented in Figure 6; the diabatic curves and the ground- and first-excited adiabatic states involved no reference or excited adiabatic states, and the EVB curves involve no electronic structure information at all. The corresponding diabatic couplings for the MOVB method in the nonorthogonal and orthogonal representations and for the fourfold way (MC-QDPT(4)//M06-2X) and EVB calculations are depicted in Figure 9.

We emphasize that there is no unique way of defining the diabatic states corresponding to the reactant state and the product state, in part because diabatic states are intrinsically nonunique and in part because it is necessary to apportion the contributions from additional VB structures (such as, in the present example, the key ionic configuration

Figure 5. Contour plots of the ground-state adiabatic potential surface in the plane of the O–C and C–Cl distances. The levels of calculation used to construct the plots are (a) B3LYP, (b) M06-2X, and (c) EVB. “RS,” “TS,” and “PS” stand for the reactant ion-molecule complex, the transition state, and the product ion-molecule complex, respectively. Note the different ordinate between parts (a) and (b). The energy units used are kcal/mol.

Figure 6. Comparison of adiabatic and diabatic potential profiles. (a) Adiabatic HF profile (black line) and adiabatic and diabatic MOVB potential energy profiles obtained by nonorthogonal VDC (red lines) and nonorthogonal CDC (blue lines) schemes. The panel in the center is a blowup of the central region of the larger panel. (b) Same as part (a) except MOVB results are in the orthogonal representation. In both (a) and (b) the zero of energy is chosen as the ground-state HF adiabatic energy of the ion-molecule reactant complex.
as well as the high-energy covalent configuration 6 in eq 2) into two explicit states along the entire reaction coordinate.

The MOVB reactant and product diabatic energy profiles in VDC and CDC models and in the nonorthogonal and orthogonal representations are presented in Figure 6. Figure 6(a) shows that in the nonorthogonal representation, the diabatic energy increases by about 70 and 290 kcal/mol for VDC and CDC states, respectively, in going from the equilibrium reactant ion-dipole geometry to the equilibrium product state geometry. Similarly, for the reverse reaction, the product state energy increases by 115 and 360 kcal/mol for VDC and CDC schemes, respectively, at the reactant geometry. Thus, optimizing each of the MOVB structures separately affords much smaller energies at geometries far from their respective regions of minimal energy than does optimizing the ground-state energy. The fourfold way values for these quantities are approximately 140 kcal/mol both for the reactant and product diabatic states (Figure 7). The orthogonal representation for MOVB yields results very different to those from the nonorthogonal representation, as can be seen in Figure 6(b). The energies of the orthogonal MOVB states are significantly higher than for the nonor-

3 Figure 7. Fourfold way (MC-QDTP(4)/M06-2X) adiabatic and diabatic energies along the reaction coordinate. The zero of energy is chosen as the ground-state adiabatic energy of the ion-molecule reactant complex.

Figure 8. EVB adiabatic and diabatic energies along the reaction coordinate. The zero of energy is chosen as the ground-state adiabatic energy of the ion-molecule reactant complex.

thogonal representation, and the curves do not join the adiabatic ground-state curve in the reactant and product regions. Thus, the energy variations in the fourfold way reactant and product diabatic states are larger than the MOVB results in the VDC method but smaller than those in the CDC optimization (either nonorthogonal or orthogonal). The maximum energy changes in the reactant and product states of EVB theory are about 140 and 100 kcal/mol, respectively. Orthogonalization of the MOVB states involves the overlap between the MOVB structures. The overlaps for the
reactant complex, the transition state, and the product complex are presented in Table 3, and overlaps at other locations along the reaction path are presented in Table S6 of the Supporting Information. As observed in Table 3, the overlaps are always quite large, especially in VDC states where they go up to 0.94 in the product region. The overlap integrals from the CDC wave functions are significantly smaller than the VDC values (Table 3). Apparently, optimizing the MOVB structures separately causes the fragment overlaps to delocalize more than optimizing the ground-state energy (CDC theory), thereby causing a stronger overlap between the structures. This may also be recognized as increased ionic character in the VDC reactant diabatic state at the product state geometry, which has greater resemblance with the product diabatic state near its minimum.\textsuperscript{4} Also, the overlaps in VDC states increase continuously along the reaction path, whereas the CDC overlaps are maximal in the transition state region. The values obtained for the overlaps can be compared, for instance, with those obtained in a breathing-orbital VB study of the $X^{-} + \text{CH}_3X$ ($X = F, \text{Cl}, \text{Br, I}$) identity reactions,\textsuperscript{64} where for the TS geometry, smaller values oscillating between 0.47 for F and 0.33 for I were obtained for the product MOVB function overlap. In yet another study, \textit{ab initio} VBSCF/6-31+G(d,p) calculations on the ammonia exchange reaction of NH$_3$ and CH$_3$NH$_3$\textsuperscript{+} show overlap integrals varying from 0.6 to 0.7 from the ion-dipole complex minimum to the transition state.\textsuperscript{4} Thus, a more conventional VB approach yields smaller, but still significant, overlaps than MOVB, because the VB orbitals are more constrained in the former case and are not allowed to delocalize as extensively as in the MOVB method. Overlap is simply not negligible in VB theory.

The energy difference between the product and reactant diabatic states at the reactant geometry is called the reorganization energy in condensed-phase reactions, and it plays a key role in Marcus theory. In other contexts, this energy difference is called promotion energy, for example by Shaik.\textsuperscript{56} Figures 6–8 show that the reorganization energy varies from 115 to 440 kcal/mol for the four MOVB schemes and is 140 kcal/mol in both the fourfold way and the EVB model. The close agreement of the reorganization energy from the nonorthogonal VDC-MOVB scheme with that of the fourfold-way is not straightforward to interpret because the orthogonal fourfold way and EVB schemes should strictly be compared only to the orthogonal MOVB results.

Note that the fourfold way states are obtained by following a strategy in which both the ground and the first excited state surfaces are used in the definition of the two diabatic states, whereas in the MOVB schemes no excited adiabatic state plays any role. Nevertheless, both the fourfold way and the MOVB method share the characteristic that the definition of the diabatic states is based on electronic structure considerations. In contrast the EVB diabatic states are based on the value of molecular mechanics analytical energy expressions used in regions far away from equilibrium conformation—where they are not valid and were not designed to be used. The EVB diabatic energy profiles shown in Figure 8 do not agree qualitatively with either the MOVB or the fourfold-way ones in that the region of the transition state does not correspond to the crossing of the diabatic curves although it is typically described in this way. In the present S$_2$2 reaction (chosen to model the haloalkane dehalogenase reaction), the transition state is located at a larger value of the reaction coordinate (about 1.3 Å). As already mentioned, the EVB barrier on the ground-state adiabatic PES is much lower than that obtained with the other methods.

The diabatic couplings obtained by all six schemes are shown in Figure 9. First one notes that some features of the diabatic couplings obtained by the MOVB method, the fourfold way, and the EVB calculations are qualitatively different. Focusing first on the nonorthogonal MOVB method (Figure 9(a)), the diabatic coupling obtained with the CDC scheme, in which it represents the stabilization energy of the transition state at the diabatic energy crossing and is dependent on the overlap integral according to eqs 9a and 10, has a rather different shape from that obtained with the VDC model. The CDC resonance energy remains relatively constant along the reaction path, as in EVB theory, and is nonzero at the reactant and product regions. Interestingly, the quantitative result of about 30 kcal/mol is also close to the EVB constant value of $\sim$45 kcal/mol (Figure 9(c)). On the other hand, the VDC resonance energy curve in Figure 9(a) has very similar shape but smaller diabatic coupling, in comparison with the fourfold way method. This reflects the more ionic character in the VDC states in which the stabilization energy due to diabatic coupling is partially included in the diabatic energies, and this is mirrored by greater overlap integrals than those between the CDC states.

However, when the nonorthogonal CDC and VDC diabatic states are orthogonalized by Löwdin transformation, the $H_{12}$ couplings, shown in Figure 9(b), have a much larger magnitude than those of B in nonorthogonal representation shown in Figure 9(a), and the former couplings present a minimum around the transition state geometry. The different behavior of $H_{12}$ as compared with B is probably a consequence of the large overlap between the nonorthogonal MOVB structures, which should cause the nonorthogonal and orthogonal wave functions to differ considerably. Interestingly, while the symmetric transformation enforces orthogonality between diabatic states, the “penalty” of distorting the wave functions is transferred to enhanced diabatic coupling to yield the same ground-state energy. In the fourfold way (Figure 9(c)), the diabatic states are orthogonal by construction and—also by construction—are zero at reactants and products, and the diabatic state coupling is most dominant in the strong interaction region where the two VB states become degenerate and have the greatest overlap. This is qualitatively in agreement with the nonor-

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Computed Overlap Integrals Using the MOVB Wave Functions at the Reactant Complex (RS), Transition State (TS), and Product Complex (PS) Geometries Optimized at the HF Level}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
  & VDC-MOVB & CDC-MOVB \\
\hline
RS & 0.853 & 0.605 \\
TS & 0.910 & 0.770 \\
PS & 0.938 & 0.659 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
The maximum values of the fourfold-way and EVB $H_{12}$ curves are much smaller than the magnitude of the MOVB couplings in the orthogonal representation but larger than those in the nonorthogonal representation. The fourfold way coupling decays rather rapidly but not at the same rate in the directions towards the reactant state and the product state. This uneven rate of decrease in the diabatic coupling strength is usually not considered in EVB, where either a single exponential function or a constant diabatic coupling are assumed.

### 3.4. SM8 Free Energies of Solvation and Free Energies of Activation

We have applied the SM8 solvation model to the reactant ion-molecule complex and the TS, and we have calculated free energies of activation by adding the gas-phase reaction barrier to the difference of the free energies of solvation. The results are presented in Table 4. The second row gives the results of molecular dynamics simulations of the free energy of activation in water from ref 28 and the corresponding free energies of solvation from ref 28. Comparing the values of these quantities shows that the gas-phase free energy of activation (that is, the sum of the first two terms on the right-hand side of eq 11) is only 2 kcal/mol. This value is substantially smaller than expected from the electronic gas-phase potential energy barrier has a charge transfer to water of +0.18 kcal/mol. The overall free energy of activation is 21.6 kcal/mol, smaller than the experimental value of 28.2 kcal/mol.

The results presented in the first row of Table 4 have been obtained by optimizing the geometries of the reactant ion-molecule complex and of the TS in the presence of the solvent by SM8. The gas-phase geometries of reactants and of the TS taken as the reference for the calculation of free energies of solvation are those obtained by M06-2X. The value of the electronic gas-phase potential energy barrier has been assumed to be that of the best level of calculation used in the present study, namely, G3SX/M06-2X. Regarding the free energies of solvation, as shown in the table, it is interesting that the values obtained for reactants and for the TS are rather similar, in contrast to other $S_N2$ reactions (for example, the prototype $Cl^- + CH_3Cl$ reaction) where reactants are preferentially solvated by a large amount over the TS. This is probably due to the delocalized nature of the charge in the acetate anion. The overall free energy of activation is 21.6 kcal/mol, smaller than the experimental value of 28.2 kcal/mol.

### Table 4. Free Energies of Solvation and Activation in Water (in kcal/mol) and Energies of Activation in the Gas Phase, for the Acetate + DCE Reaction Obtained from EVB and from M06-2X Geometries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>$\Delta X_f^e$</th>
<th>$\Delta G^{\text{in}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta G^{\text{ex}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta G^{\text{cy}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>optimized geometries at SM8</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>-58.1</td>
<td>-53.4</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>molecular dynamics on EVB</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>-77.8</td>
<td>-54.9</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PES21,28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM8 on stationary point EVB</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>-58.0</td>
<td>-73.7</td>
<td>-13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geometries</td>
<td>-6.2</td>
<td>-64.8</td>
<td>-58.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
activation barrier of 2.0 kcal/mol obtained in the first row of the table. However, Olsson et al.\(^{29}\) stated that a gas-phase activation barrier deduced from their “thermodynamic cycle is in excellent agreement with ab initio estimates of this barrier (about 17 kcal/mol).” The free energy of activation obtained is actually in disagreement with that from molecular dynamics simulations by more than 20 kcal/mol.

Therefore, none of the calculations presented using the EVB PES has been able to reasonably reproduce the results presented in refs 21 and 28. We believe that it is mainly the qualitatively wrong shape of the EVB PES in the gas phase which causes the inconsistencies in the computation of free energies of solvation and activation in water. In our opinion, a careful study of the EVB gas-phase reactions should be undertaken prior to reparametrizing the PES for use in studies in condensed phase or in the active center of an enzyme.

3.5. Other Methods. It is interesting to compare the present treatments to Voter and Goddard’s generalized resonating valence bond (GRVB) method.\(^{232}\) As compared to MOVB, we note that GRVB uses a multiconfiguration wave function, whereas the MOVBl method uses a single Slater determinant. As compared to the fourfold way, we note that GRVB is an approximate way to calculate the ground electronic state, whereas the fourfold way starts with arbitrarily accurate calculations that approximate the ground and excited states and then finds diabatic states that span the same space as the two lowest-energy adiabats.

To construct an accurate and efficient VB-based model for modeling chemical and enzymatic reactions, an effective Hamiltonian MOVB (EH-MOVB) approach has been developed.\(^{233}\) This method can be parameterized similarly as the EVB model, but the molecular structures can be optimized to obtain good agreement with ab initio MO or VBSCF results. The EH-MOVB method can be carried out at either the semiempirical or ab initio level of theory, using either Hartree-Fock or density functional theory. Accuracy is improved by introducing a scaling factor on the diabatic coupling ($H_{\text{MOVB}}^{\text{EH}} = \beta H_{\text{MOVB}}^0$) to yield the correct barrier height and a diabatic energy shift constant ($H_{\text{MOVB}}^{\text{EH}} = H_{\text{MOVB}}^0 + \Delta \epsilon$) to reproduce the experimental energy of reaction. The EH-MOVB theory is based on ab initio valence bond theory with a multiconfiguration reduction to generate the diabatic states.\(^4\) The level of theory to describe the diabatic states can be systematically improved, and the diabatic coupling is dependent on all $3N$ degrees of freedom where $N$ is the number of atoms in the system. The method has been illustrated for the $\text{S}_\text{2}$ reaction between hydroxysulfide and chloromethane at the EH-MOVB/6-31+G(d,p) level, and excellent agreement has been obtained with ab initio VBSCF or other high-level results for optimized structures and the potential energy surface.\(^{233}\)

4. Concluding Remarks

We hope that the perspective presented here is useful for elucidating the importance of consistently defining diabatic states when using them to discuss condensed-phase properties such as reaction rates of enzymatic reactions. The construction of diabatic states for the gas-phase reaction is often a useful first step for applications where liquid-phase diabatic states are desired for interpretative purposes, but there is no unique method for defining diabatic states in either phase. The main focus of the present study is a comparison between three methods, namely, the molecular orbital valence bond (MOVBl) method, the fourfold way, and empirical valence bond (EVB) calculations, of generating diabatic, VB-like states, as illustrated by application to the acetate + DCE system in the gas phase. For the MOVBl case, we consider two schemes, called variational diabatic configurations (VDC) and consistent diabatic configurations (CDC). Furthermore, whereas the fourfold way and EVB are defined only in an orthogonal representation, MOVBl is directly defined in a nonorthogonal representation, which can be transformed to an orthogonal representation by Löwdin symmetric orthogonalization method.

There are many different motivations for working with diabatic states, and in the case of the EVB calculations presented here the goal of the original workers was to predict the free energy profile in an enzyme reaction for use with a collective reaction coordinate based on an energy gap. It is recognized by all practitioners that all the approaches used here are approximate ones, and when one applies these same methods to other problems, the quality of the results will depend on the quality of the parameterization, the basis set, and various problem-specific details. For parameterized methods, one must keep in mind the nature of the parameterization. If one calibrates an analytic potential energy surface, especially one with an analytic form restricted for computational efficiency, to produce one or two properties one cannot necessarily expect the potential energy surface to be accurate along any coordinate chosen. Thus, one might argue that an EVB surface should be used only for calculating the potential energy surface along the same collective energy-gap coordinate for which it was designed and created. That is one possible way to proceed, but our goal here was to examine the underlying diabatic potential surfaces because they are often interpreted in a physical way as providing information about reorganization energy, promotion energy, and enzyme mechanisms and for understanding the origin of rate acceleration in enzyme catalysis. Thus, in the present paper, we are examining the EVB diabatic curves in a different context using a geometrical reaction coordinate different than that (an energy-gap coordinate) for which they were originally parameterized along. Our justification for this is that we believe that—for many purposes—dynamical methods based on a collective reaction coordinate and dynamical methods based on a valence-coordinate reaction path should both utilize an atomically qualitatively correct description of the potential energy surface as a function of all relevant atomic coordinates, and our goal was to compare—in this context—three classes of methods employing the concept of diabatic states in various ways. By calculating not only the transition state theory rate constant but also the transmission coefficient, one can unify treatments based on different choices of the reaction coordinate.\(^{1,2,105}\) It has been shown that the transmission coefficients are close to unity for the present $\text{S}_\text{2}$ reaction in water and in haloalkane dehalogenase enzyme when making use of the
asymmetric stretch reaction coordinate,\textsuperscript{27} so this choice of reaction coordinate is a very relevant one.

The diabatic potential energy profiles along the asymmetric stretch reaction coordinate obtained with the fourfold way agree qualitatively but not quantitatively with the nonorthogonal MOVB method with the VDC model; this is very interesting since the underlying electronic structure methods employed in this work for MOVB (ab initio HF) and the fourfold way (ab initio MC-QDPT) are very different and since the fourfold way yields an orthogonal representation. The results obtained with EVB, which is based on a parameterization of MM diabatic states to reproduce free energies in condensed phase, are quite different from those obtained with MOVB and the fourfold way, which are based on electronic structure calculations, but are closer in general magnitude to the fourfold-way results. However, the EVB gas-phase adiabatic reaction path shows a systematic shift towards product geometries with, e.g., the EVB ion-molecule reactant minimum resembling the TS geometry obtained with electronic structure methods. Also EVB has two different reaction paths, one bearing a barrier of 22.9 kcal/mol, in qualitative agreement to the barrier obtained by MOVB and the fourfold way, and a second reaction path of much lower energy, with a barrier of only 2.3 kcal/mol. This second reaction path is an artifact of the EVB parameterization. A calculation of free energies of solvation and activation in water based on the EVB PES has been unable to reproduce the free energy of activation obtained by molecular dynamics simulations (24.9 kcal/mol). These findings cast doubts on the reported EVB results and suggest that a careful parameterization of the gas-phase reaction might have been useful in order to obtain more meaningful results for the condensed-phase reaction by the EVB method.

The energy variations predicted by the two electronic structure methods (MOV B and the fourfold way) for the reactant and product states at the product and reactant equilibrium geometries, respectively, are large. The MOVB values for these quantities depend to a large extent on the representation (nonorthogonal or orthogonal) and on the optimization strategy adopted for the wave functions. An interesting question for future consideration is whether any of the electronic-structure reorganization energies calculated by the methods used here should be used as the solute contribution to the reorganization energies\textsuperscript{106,107} for the condensed-phase reaction.

The diabatic couplings obtained with the fourfold way decrease steeply from the region of the transition state towards reactants and products, where they are close to zero. In contrast, the couplings obtained with the MOVB method have a much larger magnitude, are either relatively constant along the reaction coordinate or present a minimum in the transition state region, and are nonzero in the reactant and product regions. An exception is the nonorthogonal VDC-MOVB model, which has qualitatively similar features to those found by the fourfold way. These differences reflect the fact that the diabatic coupling absorbs the nonuniqueness in the definition of the diabatic states. No functional form is assumed for the diabatic coupling in MOVB or in the fourfold way since the diabatic coupling (off-diagonal element of the Hamiltonian matrix) is determined by using electronic structure methods; however, the values of the diabatic coupling that are obtained are intimately determined by the specific definition of the diabatic state wave function. This is quite different from the situation in the EVB method, where either an exponential dependence on the distance between the nucleophile and the leaving group involved in an S$_2$2 reaction or a constant coupling as for the acetate + DCE reaction is assumed.

The reaction energies obtained by density functional theory and by the fourfold way agree well with those obtained by the three high-level methods (G3SX, G3SX(MP3), and BMC-CCSD), which predict values ranging from $-10$ and $-11$ kcal/mol. The results for the diabatic states are especially significant because in the fourfold way, changes in the exponent of the diffuse basis functions of chlorine and in the weight of the two adiabatic states involved in the underlying SA-CASSCF wave function were carried out to obtain simultaneously a barrier height and reaction energy (on the adiabatic potential energy surface) in good agreement with the high-level ab initio results. The resulting fourfold way barrier (16.7 kcal/mol) agrees very well with the barriers predicted by the high-level methods, especially with the most reliable one, which is the G3SX/M06-2X value, and is somewhat higher than the B3LYP value but lower than the M06-2X value.

Although this perspective has been quantitatively illustrated only with gas-phase diabatic states, most of the considerations are equally valid for condensed-phase reactions, for which a number of valence-bond electronic structure approaches are now available.\textsuperscript{61,63,65,67,68,72,101,141}

In previous work on aqueous S$_2$2 reactions, the MOVB method based on VDC diabatic states led to solute-solvent interaction energies that vary weakly with the reaction coordinate, in contrast to previous studies of other S$_2$2 reactions using the EVB method.\textsuperscript{94} Further work on the analogy between S$_2$2\textsuperscript{234} and other types of reactions (such as hydride, proton, or hydrogen atom transfer reactions in enzymes\textsuperscript{106} or electron-transfer reactions\textsuperscript{90,91,93,235–241}) and on the reorganization energies defined in terms of CDC diabatic states would be useful.

In light of the large quantitative differences between diabatic states obtained by employing different defining equations, algorithms, or representations, we recommend that justification needs to be made for employing specific definitions in specific contexts in cases where the quantitative values are important. For qualitative discussion purposes, one can have more leeway in the definition employed. In applications to enzymatic reactions, it is useful, if possible, to first investigate the corresponding model reaction in the gas phase to justify the definition of diabatic states and to validate the entire potential energy surface and structures of the adiabatic ground state. Then, a valence-bond-based potential can be used to model the reaction in aqueous solution to validate or even to calibrate the interactions between solute and solvent. Finally, after validation of the potential energy surface in the gas phase and solute-solvent interactions in water, the method can be applied to the enzyme reaction to understand catalysis.
5. Summary

Diabatic models are widely employed for studying chemical reactivity in condensed phases and enzymes, but there has been little discussion of the pros and cons of various diabatic representations for this purpose. Here we discuss and contrast six different schemes for computing diabatic potentials for a charge rearrangement reaction. They include (i) the variational diabatic configurations (VDC) constructed by variationally optimizing individual valence bond structures and (ii) the consistent diabatic configurations (CDC) obtained by variationally optimizing the ground-state diabatic energy, both in the nonorthogonal molecular orbital valence bond (MOVB) method, along with the orthogonalized (iii) VDC-MOVB and (iv) CDC-MOVB models. In addition, we consider (v) the fourfold way (based on diabatic molecular orbitals and configuration uniformity), and (vi) empirical valence bond (EVB) theory. To make the considerations concrete, we calculate diabatic electronic states and diabatic potential energies along the reaction path that connects the reactant and the product ion.

Perspective


wave function calculations, and it is important for each user to justify the choice of diabatization method in the context of its intended use.
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Appendix: Computational Details

In the MC-QDPT calculations, the intruder-state avoidance (ISA) method has been used to avoid artifacts due to intruder states in the MC-QDPT wave function. The level shift parameter $b$ of the ISA method was set to 0.02$E_h$ (1 $E_h$ = 1 hartree).

Initially, the MC-QDPT calculations used the 6-31+G(d) basis set. However, the resulting MC-QDPT reaction profiles had artifacts in either the reactant or the product region, depending on the weights of the electronic states in the CASSCF step. This problem is caused by the diffuse functions, especially those on the carbon and oxygen atoms, because the character of the excited state in the reactant and product regions is that of a resonance embedded in the continuum, as has been explained elsewhere. This problem was eliminated by omitting diffuse functions on all atoms except on the two chlorine atoms of DCE. Furthermore, the exponents of the diffuse functions of chlorine were increased from the standard value of 0.483 to 0.09 to obtain a good reaction energy and barrier. The resulting basis set will be denoted as 6–31G(d).

Several SA-CASSCF(4,3) calculations were performed in which the weight of the two electronic states in the state average was varied in the range 50:50 to 90:10. Other combinations of weights in which the excited state has a higher weight than the ground state yielded an unbalanced description of the adiabatic states and were discarded. The best state weightings were ascertained by comparison to the high-level calculations and were found to be those with 75:25 weights, and these are used in the rest of this article.

The first step in the application of the fourfold way to the acetate + DCE system is to establish a standard orientation so that the Cartesian coordinates of the atoms are uniquely and continuously defined at all nuclear configurations. In the standard orientation, the molecule is situated as follows. The attacking oxygen of $\text{CH}_3\text{CO}_2^-$ is placed at the origin, the carbon atom of $\text{ClCH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{Cl}$ that is attacked by that oxygen is on the positive Z axis, and the chlorine atom that is bound to that carbon atom in reactants, acetate + DCE, is on the first quadrant of the XZ axis. The remaining atoms do not have a particular orientation since they do not participate directly in the nucleophilic displacement reaction. Two reference MOs were introduced as follows. The first one is the oxygen lone pair of the attacking oxygen atom of acetate, and it is obtained at the reactant ion-molecule configuration by the threefold way. The second reference MO is obtained by the threefold way at the product ion-molecule configuration as the $p$ orbital of the chloride ion.
which derives from the cleaved C—Cl bond. In order to keep the character of the DMO centered on the chlorine atom fixed it becomes necessary to define a specific molecular orientation (denoted by primed coordinates), and for a general molecular geometry the reference MO must be transformed to the standard orientation (unprimed). The reference MO centered on the oxygen does not need a specific orientation since the oxygen atom is always located at the coordinate origin. The specific orientation is defined in the same way as the standard orientation, except that the chlorine atom is placed along the positive Z’ axis of the specific orientation. The reference MO centered on the chlorine atom is transformed from the specific to the standard orientation at each point along the reaction coordinate by means of a rotation matrix that depends on the angle between the C—Cl bond and the Z axis.

It is necessary to have a one-to-one correspondence of the fourfold-way DMOs at consecutive geometries. For this, two reference geometries have to be chosen in regions where diabatic states are equal to adiabatic states to a good approximation. The fourfold way is then carried out at each of the reference geometries. The procedure is advanced by taking several consecutive geometries separated by small steps along the minimum energy path that connects reactants and products. This procedure ensures that the DMOs of products are ordered in the same way along the whole reaction path so that they can produce consistent groups of DCSFs.

The matrix elements of the MOVB Hamiltonian are evaluated using methods for nonorthogonal determinants, and the computational details can be found in refs 60 and 141. In the VDC method, the MOs are obtained using a reorthogonalization technique, although an iterative sequence of Jacobi rotations approach is also possible.

The EVB parameters used in this work are presented in Table S1 of the Supporting Information. The corrections with respect to the way that the parameters are presented in ref 21 are (1) the bond angle force constants have been transformed from (kcal/mol) rad−2 to (kcal/mol) deg−2; (2) the C—O nonbonded van der Waals term is only included in the reactant configurations, and the C...Cl term is only included in the product configuration, and (3) for these terms, the exponents have been changed to α = 3.90 for the reactant configuration, and to α = 4.00 for the product configuration to match the values used in the published work. These corrections enable us to generate the EVB potential corresponding to the treatment of ref 21.

**Software.** The fourfold way calculations were carried out with HONDOPPLUS, version 5.1, the BLW calculations were performed using the Xiamen VB (XMVB) program, the Minnesota Gaussian Functional Module (MN-GFM), version 3.0 was used for the M06-2X calculations; the G3SX, G3SX(MP3), and BCM-CCSD calculations were carried out with MLGAUSS, version 2.0, and the SMS solvation free energy calculations were performed with the Minnesota Gaussian Solvation Module (MN-GSM).  

**Supporting Information Available:** EVB parameters, Cartesian coordinates of all the points calculated on the ground-state adiabatic reaction paths, and MOVB overlaps. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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